Offering Overview

Insights
• With Flight Operations,
you leverage reliable
information that enables
you to make smart and
timely decisions.
• Flight Operations enables your
flight operations staff to be
more productive and generate
operational cost savings.
• Leverage Flight Operations to
maximize your existing
IT investments and quickly
develop innovative applications
to improve your flight
operations business.

Elevate your
flight operations
performance
DXC Technology Flight
Operations
Achieve better business outcomes with
DXC Flight Operations.
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Is your technology holding you back?

Increase your employee productivity

Are you able to effectively handle
disruptions to your operations? Do your
systems impede you from making smart
decisions quickly to solve issues? Do
your users rely on the right information
to make the right call? Are your
operations costs increasing? Is your
customer experience impacted by your
flight operations? Are you able to adapt
to meet your business needs or changes
in regulation? Is maintaining your
applications too complex?

Our applications improve user productivity
via their intuitive graphical interfaces.
These interfaces allow for quick adoption
by experienced and new users, and
automate time-consuming tasks.

DXC provides next-generation
applications that can address these pain
points to raise the performance of your
flight operations and meet your airline’s
business needs.
DXC Flight Operations
Flight Operations is a suite of
applications that efficiently integrates
flight operations-related systems. It
empowers personnel to effectively
manage flight operations, helping
improve the quality of their decisions,
generate cost savings, and increase their
productivity.
Improve your decision-making
Our applications improve your customer
experience by allowing your personnel to
quickly identify operational issues and
develop real-time resolutions.
Generate cost savings
Our solution helps you optimize your
fuel consumption, improve the airline’s
on-time performance, and reduce system
maintenance costs. It allows you to grow
your airline and maximize the return on
existing investments of flight operationsrelated systems by freeing up resources
to focus on critical tasks to support
the business.

Leveraging Flight Operations, you can
drive innovation by reusing its
functionality to quickly develop new
applications that improve your flight
operations business.
Efficiently integrate your systems
The solution seamlessly integrates
with your flight operations systems.
It provides a single source of flight
operations data that supports better
decision-making, eliminating data
latency and synchronization issues that
negatively impact your operations and
customers.
DXC’s flexible deployment models
(software-as-a-service, hybrid, onpremises) provide the flexibility you want
and enable you to minimize investment
and implementation risks.
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Realize the value of DXC Flight
Operations
Using the Flight Operations
offering, one of the world’s largest
airlines was able to:
• Fully integrate ACARS communication
for its aircraft fleets with all of its
ground systems without making major
changes to its legacy systems
• Ensure the timely and accurate
delivery of air-to-ground messages to
its diverse fleet of airplanes
• Reduce costs and time required to
make modifications to the aircraft
ACARS
DXC transportation experience at
work for you
With DXC as your partner, you will benefit
from our deep knowledge of the flight
operations industry— from business and
technical perspectives—as well as our
proven track record with mission- critical
industry applications, high availability
hosting, and advisory services.

Our seamless system integration,
delivery methodologies, and flexible
deployment models simplify the
implementation process and help you
save time and costs.
• DXC has supported the airline industry
for more than 30 years with 1,800+
industry experts.
• DXC currently serves 3 flight
operations clients.
• DXC owns and operates a Flight
Operation suite SaaS Platform with 2+
million aircraft movements annually.
• DXC has a proven track record
with over 50 system integrations
completed.
• DXC understands the airline’s
ecosystem; we own and operate two
comprehensive Passenger Services
SaaS platforms.
• DXC has six Transportation Industry
Global Centers of Expertise.
• DXC has 3600 PMI-certified project
managers, 6500+ professional testers,
and 170+ globalization specialists.

Learn more at
www.dxc.com/
travel_and_transportation

About DXC
DXC Technology (DXC: NYSE) is the world’s leading independent, end-to-end IT services company, helping clients
harness the power of innovation to thrive on change. Created by the merger of CSC and the Enterprise Services
business of Hewlett Packard Enterprise, DXC Technology serves nearly 6,000 private and public sector clients
across 70 countries. The company’s technology independence, global talent and extensive partner network
combine to deliver powerful next-generation IT services and solutions. DXC Technology is recognized among the
best corporate citizens globally. For more information, visit www.dxc.technology.
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